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KENDRIYA VIDYLAYA WARANGAL
AUTI]MN BREAK HOLIDAY HOMEWORK-2O23

CLASS-XII
SUBJECT: COMPUTER SCIENCE (083)

1. Differentiate between where and having clause with an erample.
2. what do you mean by primary key? Explain with an example.
3. Write the query to create the foreign key?
4. Explain the order by clause with an example.
5. Explain the use of like keyword by using five examples.
6. Explain the fetching of data from resultset through fetchall0, fetchoneg,

fetchmanyfl, rowcountfl.
7. Write the difference between the software firewall and hardware firewall.
8. Explain about Fraud, copyright, Defamation, Harassment and stalking,

Freedom of speech, Trade secrets contracts and Employ.rent Law.
9. What do you mean by aggregate functions? Explain with an example of any

fou r aggregate fu nctions.
1O.write a function in Python, push(BooK) where, BooK is a dictionary

containing the details of stationary items- {Bname:subject}.

The function should push the names of those books in the stack who are of
"comp Sc" subject. Also display the count of elements pushed into the stack.

For example: lf the dictionary contains the foilowing data:
6={"python":"comp sc"r"java":"comp sc"r"maths":"math'.}

The stack should contain Python java. The output should be: The count of
elements in the stack is 2

Ll.Write a user defined function in Python that displays the number of lines
starting with 'H' in the file para.txt.

Eg: if the file contains: Whose woods these are I think I know. His house is
in the village though; He will nct see me stopping here Tc,watch his woods
fif l up with snow. Then the line count should be 2.
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12.Write a method/function SHORTWORDS 0 in python to read the content of
text file WORDBANT(.TXT and display those words, which are lesser than

five charagters. 
t

For example: lf the content of the file is HAPPY JoY wELcoME KITE LovELY

POSITIVE FUN. The method/function should display
JOY

KITE

FUN

13.What are the possible outcome(s) executed from the following code? Also

specify the nraximum and minimum values that can be assigned to variable
PICK

import random
PICK=ra ndom. ra ndi nt(O,3)

city= [" D E LH 1 ", " M U M BAl ", " CH E N NAl "," KOLKATA"]

for i in city:
for j in range(l,PlCK):

Print(i,end="")
print0
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